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I. Introduction

The Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, submitted an Engineering
Service Request for a study of the potable water systems of the MCAS,
New River and Camp Geiger. Originally, each activity had its own water supply
wells, treatment, pumping and storage facilities. An emergency 8-inch line
connected both systems. A new water treatment and pumping plant was built at
the Air Station which now supplies water to both the Air Station and
Camp Geiger via the 8-inch emergency line.

2. Because of concerns about the reliability of the system, parts of which
are quite old (1940 era), equipment and operational problems, and the need for
a reliable system that will support present needs and future expansion plans,
a complete system study in accordance with the Navy water pipe rehabilitation
guide is needed (Attachment A). The five steps of the study are:

a. Site visit to collect data and make preliminary tests.

b. Hydraulic Analysis to identify improvements that are needed assuming
the existing system is in usable condition.

c. Contracted field examinations to identify parts of the system which are
not in usable condition.

d. Design of system improvements from b and c.

e. Two part construction contract to install the designed improvements.

(I) To replace valves and inspect pipe

(2) Replace pipe (if needed), and construct recommended system
improvements.

3. Step a Site Visit by Mr. J. Harwood, Code 114 was in April 1986.

This is a report of Steps a and b and it makes recommendations and
provides cost estimates and scopes of work for Steps c and d which are to be
accomplished by contract. Plans and specifications for Step e will be done by
Step d.

The report covers operational and hydraulic equipment problems and makes
specific improvement recommendations for adequate water flow, pressure and
storage for present and future, normal and fire protection needs. It also
addresses problems common to aging water systems.





4. Details

Operational and hydraulic equipment problems

a. Each system, Camp Geiger and the Air Station, have two elevated water
storage towers. The new Air Station treatment and pumping plant is located at
the Air Station near Camp Geiger. Treated water is pumped into lines going to
Camp Geiger in one direction and the Air Station in another. Apparently,
there is insufficient pumping capacity to fill the Air Station and Camp Geiger
tower at the same time during periods of high water usage. The lines to the
Air Station must be closed to fill the furthest Camp Geiger tower (STC 606).
Water is still stored in a Camp Geiger reservoir and pumped into the system
when needed to augment the Air Station pumps, and for emergencies.

b. Other reported problems were insufficient fire protection in the MOQ
area; keeping the chlorine residual at the MOQ reservoir; insufficient fire
protection for Hangar 840; the pumps at Camp Geiger loose their prime if the
water level in the Camp Geiger ground storage reservoir gets too low;
Camp Geiger elevated tower STC 1070 overflows before tower STC 606 fills
unless the STC 1070 valve in the tower feed line is throttled; and much of the
system is old and felt not to be reliable.

c. Recommendations to provide deluge sprinkler water supplies for
Hangar 840 were also requested.

This report will provide specific recommendation that address these
problems and improve the system to support present needs and future planned
expansions.

a. Information about population, water consumption, future plans and
operation and facility problems were gathered during theslte visit in
April 1986. Preliminary tests to determine the condition of the pipe
interiors were made and the following "C" factors were measured
(enclosure (I)):

MCAS MCAVOY Road between Campbell and Curtis; C 119 (Good)

(This line was reported to have been previously cleaned by
"pigging").

MCAS MOQ Longstaff St; C III (Good)
Camp Geiger D Street; C 74 (Fair)

b. The results hold no surprises. The older Camp Geiger pipes are fair
and the newer, probably cement lined, and cleaned pipes are in good condition.





c. A Water budget (enclosure (2)) indicates:

Average demand 896 KGPD
Expected usage 630 KGPD
Unaccounted for water 266 KGPD

i00 x 266 30 percent
890

A good part of the 30 percent is probably
leakage. This would also be expected from
old parts of a water system.

6. a. A skeletonized computer model of the water system was made
(enclosure (3)). The two smaller pumps (enclosure (4)) at the existing MCAS
and Camp Geiger pumping stations were used, enclosure (5). A 48-hour extended
period simulation was made for a maximum day (2.5 x average water usage). The
results are graphically presented in Figure la for Tower STC 606. Note how
the Tower STC 606 empties. This agrees with the operating experience if the
Air Station is not valved off during Camp Geiger filling periods. A tower
emptying is unacceptable. Notice that it empties about 0700 hours and does
not recover during a maximum day of water usage.

b. A second simulation was made for the existing system using the large
MCAS pumps (enclosure (4)). The results, shown in Figure Ib, also show Tower
STC 606 emptying.

7. Two schemes were analyzed by computer model to resolve the hydraulic
problems. Scheme I uses both MCAS and Camp Geiger pump stations and Scheme II
uses only the MCAS pump station.

a. Scheme I The computer model was improved by adding another 8-inch
PVC line from the MCAS pump station to Camp Geiger, connecting at the
Camp Geiger ground level reservoir, (enclosures (6a) and (7)). The flow rate
to the reservoir is controlled by orifice plate (enclosure (6b)). The MCAS
pump station was modified as shown in enclosure (8), and three new 6x8xlSA
Aurora pumps with 15 i/4-inch impellers were installed at the MCAS pump
station, and two at the Camp Geiger pump station, (enclosure (9)).

b. Altitude values were installed at the towers and the high water levels
set at elevations of 168 feet for all the towers. The pumps were set to turn
on and off at the following tower water levels:

Tower HWL LWL

MCAS Pump STC 310 168 162
Camp Geiger Pump STC 606 168 158

c. The two MCAS tank low water levels (LWL) were set at 162 feet to
provide adequate fire reserve stored in the tower. The LWLs were set at
158 feet on the two Camp Geiger tanks because there is not enough storage
capacity in the Camp Geiger elevated tanks for normal fluctuating operating
demands and fire reserve. The fire reserve for Camp Gelger will have to come
from the ground storage tanks. (Please see enclosure (I0)).





d. A 48-hour maximum day simulation was made for the improved system and
the results show that the tanks do not empty (figure (l-c and d)). The MCAS
pump operated for a total of 28 hours out of the 48, and the Camp Geiger pump
operated 15 hours.

e. Enclosures (lla) and (llb) are excerpts from the 1983 and 1985
LANTNAVFACENGCOM fire protection surveys for the MCAS and Camp Geiger
respectively. They show that fire protection capacity overall is good except
for three locations at the MCAS. They are the MOQ area, Warehouse 3525 and
the O’Club. The improved system model was used to simulate fire flows at
those and other locations of Camp Gelger and the MCAS. The results are
summarized as follows:

(FIRE FLOWS) SCHEME 1

Flow Resid Subtract Final
Location JCT GPM PSlG PSIG PSlG

I. Hangar AS 4106 24 7000 61 61 g.t.
2. CG Bldg I0 5 1500 60 60 g.t.
3. CG BEQ I 1500 59 59 g.t.
4. TRL PK 7 1500 55 47 8 l.t.
5. MCAS EM Club 33 I000 61 42 19 a.e.
6. MCAS O’Club 16 I000 49 24 25 g.t.
7. Cont. Fuel Tks 24 3000 61 170 -109 l.t.
8. NCO Club I000 (see encl (13)) 40 g.t.
9. Officers Housing I000 (see encl (14)) 54 g.t.
I0. Hangar AS 840
II. Warehouse 3525

New pump REQ, see encl (16)
New pump and RES REQ, see encl (15)

Coverts

20 OK
20 OK
20 OK
20 (I)
20 (2)
20 OK
20 (3)
20 OK
20 OK

g.t. greater than
l.t. less than
a.e. about equal

f. The NCO Club and MOQ are presently supplied fire flows and pressures
from reservoir AS 2002 and pump station AS 2003. These locations were done by
hand computations shown in enclosures (12), (13), and (14). The MCAS O’Club
hand computations are shown in enclosure (20). Warehouse 3525 and Hangar AS
840 are remote and require flow and pressures above the capacities of present
equipment. They will require separate storage tanks and booster pumps (please
see enclosures (15) and (16)).

Scheme II. For this scheme, in addition to improving the MCAS pump station
as shown in enclosure (8), the MCAS to Camp Gelger connection is a 10-inch PVC
line from the pump station connecting Camp Geiger near Tower STC 1070 and
south of Tower STC 600 (enclosures (Ta) and (Tb)). Altitude valves were set
the same as for Scheme I, and two Aurora 6xSxlSa pumps were used in the MCAS
pump station. Towers STC 606 and AS 301 did not empty during a 48-hour
maximum day simulation (Figure le and if). The two MCAS pumps operated 17 and
13 hours respectively.
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(FIRE FLOWS) SCHEME 2

Location JCT

I. Hangar AS 4106 24
2. CG Bldg I0 5
3. CG BEQ 1
4. TRL PK
5. MCAS EM Club 33
6. MCAS O’Club 16
7. Cont. Fuel Tks 24
8. NCO Club
9. Officers Housing
I0. Hangar AS 840
II. Warehouse 3525

Flow Resid Subtract Final
GPM PSlG PSIG PSlG Comments

7000 62 62 g.t. 20 OK
1500 57 57 g.t. 20 OK
1500 46 46 g.t. 20 OK
1500 54 47 7 l.t. 20 (I)
I000 62 42 20 e.t. 20 OK
I000 51 24 27 g.t. 20 OK
3000 63 170 -107 l.t. 20 (3)
I000 (see encl (16))
i000 (see encl (14))
New pump req., see encl (16)
New pump and res. req., see encl (15)

g.t. greater than
l.t. less than
a.e. about equal
e.t. equal to

COST COMPARISON

Scheme I Scheme II

Improve Pump Station Same Cost Same Cost

New Pump w/controllers 5 Pumps at 30K 150K 3 pumps 30K 90K

New PVC Connections
Totals

5120’-8" @ 17.25 87K
237K

3500’-10" @ 21 73.5K
163.5K

Scheme I is more costly but it affords extra reserve fire protection storage
water.

NOTES:
(I) Additional lines will be needed at TRL park see enclosure (17).
(2) 20 PSlG residual can be obtained by cleaning line see enclosure (18).
(3) Storage tank and pump will be needed at site see enclosure (19).
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8. Conclusions

a. In addition to adding pipes, pumps, etc., to the system to provide
adequate capacity and operation, the condition of the existing system must be
inspected, tested and improved to provide reliable service. Appendix B is an
outline of steps for contracts, to efficiently test the existing system and
provide repairs and designs for installing the needed additional equipment
identified by the hydraulic analysis. Appendix B pages I through VIII are
scopes of work, cost estimates and costing information. The step sequences
are based on previous examination of the system to determine what is needed
for the next test or examination.

b. Initial flow tests (enclosure (I)) indicate some corrosion/scale
build-up inside the pipes, but not enough to seriously affect operation.
However, the 8-inch lines along Curtis and Flounder roads are suspect for low
"C" factors, and should be tested. If C is less than 90, the pipe should be
cleaned by pigging. The Langelier water stablization index is slightly
positive, and therefore pigging is an appropriate method for cleaning and
restoring low "C" factors. At this point, it suggested that the Navy
Rehabilitation Guide, Attachment A, be read for information about
rehabilitating older systems.

c. Scheme I affords more automatic reserve water storage with Camp
Geiger’s reservoirs and pumps. There is, however, sufficient storage
available from the MCAS treatment plant reservoirs for daily operations and
fire needs. Camp Geiger’s reservoir and pump station can still be retained
and used manually for its additional capacity.

d. The trailer park area use is minimal at present, and no improvements
are recommended.





Recommendations for system improvements excluding the trailer park area:

i. Award a contract to:

a. Manipulate and test about 215 hydrants and hydrant valves and 560
isolation and maintenance valves 6 inches and larger (i). The test will be
for condition, proper operation and valve leakage.

b. Perform a sonic leakage survey on all the exterior station pipes.
There are about 25 miles of pipe.

c. Perform a soil resistivity/copper sulfate reference (Cathodic
Protection) survey of the pipelines.

d. Perform "C" factor flow tests for pipes on Flounder and Curtis
Roads by method shown in "Water Rehabilitation Guide", Attachment A.

e. Excavate and inspect the pipes for external condition at locations
identified as corrosive from Ic (see Attachment B page VIII).

f. Prepare plans and specifications to replace leaking or inoperative
valves hydrants and pipes from paragraphs la, Ib and Ic; and the following-
list of improvements:

LIST OF PROJECTS FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

A. Install 10-inch PVC line from MCAS treatment plant to Camp Geiger
Scheme II, see enclosures (Ta and 7b).

B. Modify the MCAS pump house piping and install new pumps in MCAS and

Camp Geiger pump houses as shown in enclosures (8) and (9). The pumps will be
controlled by pressures at Towers STC 606 and AS 310 as shown in the
enclosures and in paragraph 6b of this report.

NOTES:
(I) Exclusive of trailer park, valves about 511 plus i0 percent for counting

errors 560.
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C. Provide for an inspection of the AS 2003 pump house and make any needed
repairs to place it in proper operation. The pump house has piping to
recirculate water through Reservoir AS 2002. Install a chlorinator in the
pump house and recirculate chlorinated water through the reservoir in order to
keep the chlorine residual.

D. Design and construct a new fire pump house which will take water from
Reservoir AS 2002 and service a deluge sprinkler system in Hangar AS 408, (see
enclosure (16)).

E. Provide a ground level reservoir and fire pump for fire protection at
Warehouse AS 3525, and the contaminated fuel tanks, enclosures (15) and (19).

F. Provide Towers STC 606 and STC 1070 with two-way altitude valves.
Repair the altitude valves at Towers AS 310 and 4130 if needed. All valves
should close at elevation 168 feet.

Attachments C and D are a scope of work and cost estimate for the
valve testing and pipe leakage survey.

2. Purchase and stock replacement valves, pipe and pipe repair parts for
those valves and pipes identified in recommendations la, Ib and le. Using
plans and specifications from le above, award a second contract to excavate
and replace the leaking valves and repair the worst pipe leaks identified in
la and lb. Attachment B pages VIII and VII are special specifications for
valve repair work, pipe examination and unit costs. When the number of valves
that need replacement is known from la, the unit costs of Attachment D can be
used to develop a cost estimate for this second contract.

3. The excavations and pipe inspections should start at those locations where
the soll is most corrosive and the pipe exteriors would be expected to be the
worst. These locations will be identified by the cathodic protection survey
of Ic. The information from this survey is to be used with the result of la
and Ib to plan the sequence of valve and pipe excavation replacements/repairs.
The pipes, especially the exteriors of the older pipes, should be examined at
corrosive soll locations. Leaking valves and attached pipes at these
corrosive areas should be the first to be excavated, inspected and the valves
replaced. If a pipe or valve, in a corrosive location, is excavated and the
exterior of the pipe is in good condition, it can be assumed that other pipes
of the same age in a less corrosive location will also be in good condition.

4. Clean by "pigging" those lines found to have internal buildup from
inspections of paragraph 3 and "C" factor tests of Id.

5. Change Order the design contract le to provide plans and specs to replace
pipes found to be deteriorated from paragraph 3.

6. Award a construction contract to replace pipes of paragraph 5 and make
improvements recommended in this report and designed by paragraph If.





Project

Construct steam pit at FC202 and provide necessary valves, pumps, and piping to
tie in the following buildings: FC100, FC200, FC241, and FC251 to the 8" steam
main along Main Service Road.

Justification: The boilers and auxilary equipment at FC202 Steam Plant are
of the age that extensive repairs are having to be made. Also, this plant
burns No. 2 fuel oil which is expensive, compared to burning coal, where
steam is furnished for the 8" steam main requested for tie in.

Estimated Cost: $20,000

Enc! ()





WATER PIPE REHABILITATION GUIDE

ATTACHMENTS

A. Condensed Guide
B. Hydraulic Analysis
C. F.azen Williams "C" Factor Flow Test
D. Laboratory Analysis Form
E. Pipe Costs, Water Treatment Information, and Economic Analysis
F. Copper Sulfate Reference Electrode Measurements

INTRODUCTION

i. Rehabilitation of Navy water pipe lines is expensive and is becoming
more of a problem because of the age of the systems. Many were installed inthe 40’s and 50’s and have deteriorated to the point where they are no longer
adequate to meet current or future demands, and pipe rehabilitation may be
needed. The guide assists in determining where and what type of
rehabilitation is appropriate. Much of the updated information for this guidewas obtained from comments and publications by the Army Corps of Engineers,Waterways Experimental Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi and from numerous Navy
and Municipal Water Works Departments.

2. Prior to the beginning of a pipe rehabilitation project, the scope of
the rehabilitation should be developed through a study of the system needs and
tests made to determine existing conditions. Typically, a complete study
should include:

a, if:needed,..updatlng the system maps showing piping, sizes,
elevations, hydrants, service Connections, valve locatlons, pumps and storage

h. stlmtlon:of current and future water usage and flrefl0W rates
in each section of the system

. ..-hydrau!.oanalyis to determine requlredpumplni storage,..and. .
pipe flow capacities (sizes and friction factors).

d. Valve and pipe flow testing to determine valve conditions and
actual pipe friction flow factors.

e. leakage survey.

f. pressure and leakage testing.

g. interior and exterior corrosion inspection.

h. recommendations regarding cleaning, relining, repairs, or
replacement.





3. Some of the above items may not be applicable or can be quicklyassessed for a particular system or problem. The information contained Inthis guide should help to determine if a separate study is needed, or toselect which items to include as part of the design effort. A system studycan be done In-house by Public Works Engineering, by the EFD, or by a separatecontract.

A
4[ The.Gulde also provides information for conducting the study r<ttacnment A is a cond -"ensed reference guide; Attachment B contaiBsonformatlonfor conducting the hydraulic analysis; Attachment C contains methods forperforming flow tests to compute the friction flow factor and evaluate theinterior condition of a pipe; Attachment D is a laboratory analysis formshowing the parameters to be determined from water samples to compute thewater’s tendency to scale or corrode (Langeller Index), and indicate itsremovability (silica content); Attachment E contains water treatmentinformation, pipe cleaning and replacement costs and an economic analysisguide. LANTNAVFACENGCOM Code 114 can provide assistance for In-house studiesor for obtaining a contract. Point of contact is Mr. J. Harwood at thisCommand, commercial (804) 445-2930 or AUTOVON 565-2930 or FTS 955-2930.

DISCUSSION

The most common problems which lead to water pipe rehabilitation are:

a. insufficient pipe flow capacity (low pressures);

b. excessive pipe breaks and leaks;

c. red water problems; and

d. a .combination of the above.

pipe interiors, which causes red water, also results in flow Inhibitingtubercles and a weakenlng of the pipe wall. S6aie forming water deposlts a-calciumcarbonate layer On the pipe walls andp}0tect it fromrusting.H6wever, excessive deposits will reduce the smoothness of the pipe wall andcause excessive friction resistance to flow. More importantly, deposits willreduce the internal diameter of the pipe, resulting in a greater impediment tothe flow. Sometimes, both rusting and scaling exist is the same system due toa change in the chemical makeup of the water from location to location, or toa change in the water source or treatment. Rehabilitation can include
restoring the flow capacity of existing pipes by cleaning (e.g., "pigging"),cleaning followed by cement-mortar lining, pipe replacement or addition.





PROCEDURE

6. Unless the system is known to be hydraulically adequate, the basis forflow capacity decisions should he the results of a hydraulic analysis to
determine what sizes and what friction factors are required for the pipes to
provide adequate flows (see Attachment B). These analyses can range fromknowledge of adequacy or simple pipe flow calculations to full scale computermodeling. They can he performed by the activity engineering office, byLANTNAVFACENGCOM via ESR, or hy an A&E contract. Comparing the required plpesizes with the existing sizes determines the replacement decision. Except forunusual circumstances (such as large sizes or 1ocatlons where replacement isvery expensive), it is more economical to replace the plpe with a larger pipeor supplement it with a new parallel pipe, than to clean it and add a secondpipe to provide the additional capacity.

7. Testing prior to Rehabilitation (select tests which are consistentwith the existing system/problem). These tests should be done by an A&E
testing contract.

a. Valve leakage and Pipe Flow Tests

Experience with Navy water systems show that many valves leak and
cannot be sufficiently closed to sectlonallze the systems. Often valves arefrozen and cannot be operated at all. This is especially true for older orsaltwater systems. Test valve conditions by manipulating them for free
operation. Test valves for leakage by flowing a downstream hydrant while
manipulating the valve. Leakage can be observed by a change In the hydrant
flow, and heard in the valve by sonic listening devices. A small amount of
leakage will not seriously affect pipe flow and pressure tests, but will
determine the quantity of water needed for pressure tests. All leakage may
not be detected and judgement_is needed to estimate how much of the detectedleakage canOe.tolerated. EXSS.lvely leaking valves are to e7.1,:

A sufficient supply of replacemen:
valves.should be :socked..to..prevent undue testing delays,"The exterior nd ":

.int = or.0 =onnecting P pe& are to be examlnedfo= sI e, type of mater a ,
corrosion, scale and cement lining while they are exposed for valve work.-’

Prior to selecting a water pipe for rehabilitation, the pipe is
next flow tested as prescribed in Attachment C for its Hazen Williams "C"(friction factor). The results will be compared with the required "C" factors
from the hydraulic analysis of paragraph (6) to decide If the present
conditions are adequate, or pipe cleaning is desired. Take a sample of the
water from the system where the pipe is located and field measure the
temperature and pH. Have the water analyzed by a laboratory and the Langelier
index computed. The lab analysis forms are shown in Attachment D. The
hydrant flow tests can also be used in the field by a pipe cleaning contractor
to determine if the cleaning has met specifications; by an inspector to check
the results of a cleaning operation; by maintenance to determine the internal
condition of a pipe; and by engineers performing a hydraulic study of the
water system.





b. Pressure and Leakage Tests

Prior to rehabilitating a water pipe selected from 7a, make
pressure and leakage tests according to A C600-4, Section 4.1 and 4.2.Test pressures should be those determined as a result of the hydraulic
analysis (including surge and factor of safety). Older valves often leak and
high pressures cannot be obtained with a hand pump. A motor-drlven pump may
be necessary. Repair any incurred ruptures. Close service connections If the
pressure tests could damage customer’s plumbing. All ruptured pipes may not
need replacement. The rupture and maximum pressure, prior to rupture
(corrected to the elevation of the rupture point) will be the basis for
deciding If the plpe Is to be cleaned or replaced. If the pressure test
causes a break in a pipe length (not in the joint), and the break can be
attributed to a weakening of the pipe wall because of rusting, the pipe should
be replaced. If the break is a result of a joint failure (not plpe strength),
restoration should be considered. The rupture pressure should also be
considered. If the elevation corrected pressure is substantially above the
maximum pressure determined for that locaton from the hydraulic analysis,
replacement would not be indicated based upon pressure test results alone,
especially for an older ppe. In the absence of a surge or water hammer
analysis, a rupture pressure one and one-half times the expected maximum
should be acceptable. The decision to replace or restore the pipe should then
be based upon economics. If leakage is high and water is scarce or expensive,
the economic analysis should include the cost of repalrng leaks identified by
the leakage survey, and the cost savings associated with reduced water
leakage. Bear in mind that cleaning and cement-mortar lining will reduce
leaks, but cleaning alone will not.

c. Pipe Examination (Exterior)

Prior to cleaning a water pipe selected from 7b, copper sulfate
potential measurements as-shown in Attachment F-and elecrlcal resistivity
tests.as speclfledi U.S..Navy Corrosion Prevention and Control Manual.
(NAVDOCKS MO306, Section 2) should be made for the system. Excavate the
plpeswee the tests indicate corrosive soils, and examine the exteri.or for
deteroratlon. Ru,..pts, and soft spots will. be noted. Striking suspicious
looklng-places with-a hammer will often reveal soft or deteriorated pipe.
Note pieces flaking off when struck. If a pipe is fairly new and is found to
be badly deteriorated on the outside, replacement with an exterior protected
pipe is Indicated. If the pipe is old, and the exterior deterioration is
minimal, it can be assumed that there are many more years of useful llfe
remanlng for the pipe, and restoration should he considered. Exterior
examination of pipes should also be made during valve replacements and repairs.

d. pipe Examination (Interior)

While the pipe is excavated for 7c, remove a section of the pipe
and examine the pipe interior for lining (cement), and type of interior
buildup. Examine the interior of the Insltu pipe, as well as the removed
spool. Determine the type of incrustation (Rust tuberculatlon, scale), its
thickness, hardness, color, and adherance to pipe walls. Interior plpe
examinations can also be made during valve repalr/replacement work.
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The method of cleaning pipes selected for cleaning will depend upon
the type of material to be removed. If the water analysis indicates a low
(less than 5 ppm) silica content and the pipe interior inspection reveals that
the material inside the pipe is a soft and loosely bonded calcium scale
(positive Langeller index), polly pigs can be used. If the water analysis
indicates high silica content (above 5 ppm), and the corrosion or scale
material is hard and/or firmly bonded to the pipe walls, then cleaning should
be done by either mechanical pigs or rodding.

Unlined pipes with rust tuberculation (negative Langeller index) are
to be mechanically cleaned and cement lined as specified in A};A Standard
C602-76. An alternative to cement lining (which is expensive) is cleaning
followed by water treatment. The treatment is to raise the Langelier Index to
a slightly positive value, followed by the addition of sodium
hexametaphosphate for corrosion control. The equipment needed for treatment
is listed in Attachment D.

8. Repair or rehabilitation of valves and pipes identified for work and
not needed for tests should be done by a construction or maintenance repair
contract. Work should be done first on those valves and pipes that are knon
to need work and are connected to each other. The other valves that need work
should he done next. When the valves are opened or removed and the interior
of the pipes connected to the valves are examined for interior conditions and
identification of linings, those that show more than minimal internal
corrosion durlng this inspection should also be considered for replacement or
rehabilitation in addition to those pipes already identified during the
testing contracts. This procedure may require an incremental contract or two
contracts, but should result in the best water system at the lowest cost.

9. Each system decision is site specific and should be considered in
light of its own test data. Under normal circumstanceS, it will be found that
rehabillttlon cost increases can be expected as follows: Lowest In cost is
plggig, thencleaning_and lining, and the most expensive is pipe replacement
for the larger sizes. Also, replacement will be indicated in more cases for
the smaller size plpes(less than lO-inch) than the larger pipes... Water
treatment items to consider, cleanlng/llnlng costs, for ppes and an economic.
analysis guide are listed in Attachment E.

I0. Excessive breaks can be the result of pipe deterioration caused by
corrosion or cavitation, excessive pressures caused by system surges, or water
hammer. Surging can be seen on a pressure gage connected to the system.
Corrosion can be noted by the color of water (red water) from a fire hydrant
at the start of a flow test. Cavitation generally occurs at pumps, pipe
diameter changes, valves, fittings, etc., and can be identified by sound.
Cavitation sounds like gravel or popping at or near the fittings or pump.
Water hammer can be noted by banging or thumping noises in the system,
especially when a pump stops or a valve or hydrant is suddenly closed. Rust
(red or black water) problems were addressed in paragraph (5). When
warranted, water hammer and/or cavitation analyses should be made to determine
their magnitude and suitable corrective actions. These analyses are
specialized and should be performed via ESR or contract.





ii. Operation Plan: Before any testlng or repair work beglns, a completeoperation plan showing the valves and hydrants to be used and all accesspoints for the work should be made and reviewed by all the partles involved.The plan should be submitted in advance so that an adequate supply of
equipment (especially valves) can be stocked, water users can be advised ofinterruptions in service, and arrangements can be made for traffic, or otherproblems that may occur.





CODENSED GUIDE ATTACHI.NT A

This condensed guide is a quick reference to be used as a supplement for the"Pipe Rehabilitation Guide’. The arrows indicate a probable sequence of
steps, and use of condensed guide should be tailored to site specific
conditions. ( ) denotes associated paragraphs in the guidance.

I. PROBLEM GO TO STEP

Loss of Pressure
Red Water
Excessive Breaks and/or Wear
Excessive Leakage
Poor Maps and/or Records

Determine Fire Bnd
Domestic Water and
Pressure Needs
(Present & Future)

V.- :.Hydraulic Analysis to
Det.e_rinS:YSem
.C0mpoex Needs
(Size 6ouditio )

---V .Valve-and Internal Pipe
(Ta,b) Condition

"C" Factor Flow Tests,

II
II

III
II or III

IV

III. Waterhammer IV.
and/or
Cavitation
Analysis
Leakag:SUrv

If existing ’rinaeqnateiy
sized, replace:6r:dd. ip’-nless
unusual clrcum’@@ xt.. -
Repafr/repiacevalvs needed for/
tests. Others noted for construction
contract.

Upgrade
Maps and/or
Records

Pressure Tests
Sample for Water
Chemical Makeup

Low "C" factor due to corrosion is
often accompanied with excessive
internal pitting and weakening of pipe
wall.

If pipe strength from pressure
tests is inadequate, replace pipes.

Take water sample for Langeller Index,
Silica, and Calcium Content.





VlI External Inspectl
7c exterior i re

kzxcavakte & Iect Pipe
Exterlo

VIII. Internal Inspectio
(Td) iangeller Index, and

Chemical Test Results.
Inspect Insltu pipe
interior.

IX. Ipe Rehabilitation

Select pipe rehalltatlon method from IXbelow.

Ppe is Cement Lined
and/or Calcium BuilduH+) Langeller Index,

Low Slllca High Slllca
Soft, poor Hard, flrm
plpewall plpewall
bonding bonding
(Pig Lines) (Clean*)

ipe is unlined, rust
tuberculatlon, red water,
_(-) Langeller Index

peclal Circumstances

Low Silica High Silica -Sandblast & Expoxy CoatSoft, poor Hard, firm -Insltu Plastic Liningplpewall pipewall
bonding bonding
Pig & Treat** Clean* &
Water Cement Line Pipes

*Mechanically Clean.
**Treat to posltve Langeller index and add sodium hexametaphosphates.
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ATTACHI.NT B
HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS ’.[ETHCD FOR STEP 6
OF THE WATER REKABILITATION GUIDE

While this method does not have to be rigidly followed, it is included as a
guide for hydraulic analyses of water systems and should be used or adapted
when appropriate for the system being studied. Computer model water and
pressure demands are to be modified according to available information. For
example, the future growth of a station may not be 25 percent to 50 percent as
presented herein. All future planned water using projects served by the water
system shall be located on a map or in a table, indicating average, daily and
peak water consumptions. These values will be added to existing water demands
for the appropriate computer model demands.

Hydraulic analyses should ordinarily be done by hand computations, and
computers used when the system is so looped or complicated as to make hand
computation tedious or impossible. Hand computations are easier to review
than checking computer Input data. Simple sketches facilitate
reviewing both hand and computer computations.

Iherever possible, water distribution systems should be skeletonized and
reduced by using equivalent pipes. This will decrease hand computations and
model input data, reduce the opportunity for mistakes and the time needed for
corrections. Skeletonizlng will also make the results more conservative.
Takeoff’s from a computer models’s main looped system can be done by hand
computations. Water distribution maps showing pipe sizes, lengths, materials,
junctions, junction elevations, demands and model pipe/junctlon identification
notations are needed to understand computer data inputs and results. Pump
curves should also be included, along with a sketch of the pumps and all the
elevated towers, showing their elevation relationship with eahh other and to
the common datum, used for the distribution maps. Pump station and other
significant minor losses should be carefully computed and-Incidedin the
model data or hand computations.





HYDPAULIC ANALYS IS

I. Determine the total metered demand for as long a period as convenient (at
least one year) and compute the average, lowest and peak days.

2. Divide system into areas according to type of structures (housing,
commercial, industrial, piers, storage malntenance training, hangars,
power/steam plants, etc.).

3. Compute the expected consumption for each area in GPD.

a. Houslng/Barracks 90 GPCD x (number of 24-hour persons)
offbase residents (e.g., civilians) i/3 of a 24-hour resident

b. Piers 50 GPCD x (number of 24-hour shlps.personnel)

c. Other known water usage GPD

d. Expected water consumption Total of Lines (a), (b), and (c)

e. Daily consumption per junction Lines ((a) + (b), + (c)),
divided by number of junctions in the area

f. Total expected consumption sum of all areas from (d)

g. Unaccounted for water total metered daily (average) Line (f)

h. Unaccounted for water/junctlon Line (g)/total number of
junctions

i. Average Day GPM demand (Assign to each junction) (Line (e) +
Line (h)) divided hy 1,440

J.. Maxlmum Day GPM (eac___h Jpnctlon) (2.25 x Line (e) + Line (h))
divided by 1,440

k. Peak Hour GPM (eac____h unctlon) (4 x Line (e) + Line (h))
divided hy 1,440

Fire flows for each area Add the maximum fire consumption GPM
at most critical appropriate junction to the Average Flow
for that junction (Line (1)).

m. Extended period simulations (EPS) Flow variations during the
day. I





Gallons Per Minute on Maximum Day for each Junction by hour

Midnight 6 A.M.
6 A.M. 9 A.M.:
9 A.M. Ii A.M.:

ll A.M. ii A.M.:
5 P.M. 8 P.M.:
8 P.M. Midnight:

NOTES:

(0.45 (2) x Line (e) + Line (h)) divided by 1,440(3.60 x Line (e) + Lne (h)) divided by 1,440(5.63 x Line (e) + Line (h)) divided by 1,440(2.81 x Line (e) + Line (h)) divided by 1,440(3.04 x Line (e) + Line (b)) divided by 1,440(0.79 x Line (e) + Line (h)) divided by 1,440

(i) Hourly industrlal/commerclal, etc. variations may he different fromhouslng/barracks patterns, but considering them the same does notordinarily introduce much error. If the Industrlal/commerclalnon-houslng/barracks water using facility (Line (c)) consumes a largeportion (more than 25 percent) its total area consumption, it should Becomputed separately for growth, peaking, and hourly variations (i.e., forhourly variations, it should not be included in EPS demands as part ofLines (c) and (e), hut added to the hours of the EPS according to its ownpast hourly usage patters).
(2) Twenty percent of maximum day for early 4 hours 0.2 x 2.25 0.45





Criteria for Analyses:

a. Maximum day and peak hour minimum system pressure greater than 35 psig

5. Pumps sized so all peaks can he met with the largest pump down (out of
service).

c. Fire pump suction greater than 20 pslg when taking suction from a
distribution system

d. Elevated tanks should not empty during Extended Period Simulations
(EPS).

e. Storage will be for at least one average day’s demand or fire
protection needs plus 1/2 average day’s demand, whichever is greater.

f. If fire protection is provided by system water pumps, elevated tank
altitude valves should close when pumps are turned on.

g. Water supply/treatment should be able to provide the maximum day’s
demand In one day, or the average day’s demand and replenish water within
48 hours used for the greatest fire, whichever is greater.

h. Hazen Williams "C" friction factors tests will be done in accordance
with Navy "Water Pipe Rehabilitation Guide" Attachment C.

I. Fire Flow Analysis, Line (i) should meet flre protection flow/pressure
requirements for sprlnklered and non-sprlnklered buildings in accordance with
MIL-HABK-1008 30 April 1985 (MHB). Hose stream demands can be divided between
the hydrants that can service the building (See MHB Section 5 and Table 5-2).
Sprinkler requrements._not computed directly from the sprinkler system.layout
can be determined by the flow computed from the density design and areas
(MHB Section 6 and Table 5-1).

J. The model will be calibrated by changing "C" factors and optionally
the.plpe diameters, so,that "C" factor fleld tests and model results (flow and
pressure) are reasonably Gose. The computer calibration pressure results
should be less than those found in the field tests (I.e., greater head losses).

5. Computer simulations will he run to determine how well the criteria of
paragraph 4 are met. System changes in pumping, changing "C" factors to C=II0
and pipe diameters to nominal diameters (to simulate pipe cleaning), and
making pipe additions rlll be selectively made until the computer model
results are adequate. The pipes that are found to need cleaning will be noted
for Step 7 (testing) of the "Water Pipe Rehabilitation Guide."





ATTACNT C
HAZEN WILLIAMS "C" FACTOR

BY FLOW TEST

This flow test is to evaluate the internal condition of a pipe fn regard toits resistance (frlctlou) to water flow for a given pipe size (i.e., increasedroughness or decreased diameter because of internal pipe buildup).

Energy fn the form of pressure Is needed to overcome the friction resistance.As the flow increases, the friction increases and there fs a pressure (energy)loss to overcome the friction and maintain the flow.

Thls flow test measures the pressure (energy) loss between two pressure gageson a pipe llne for a given hydrant flow. The flow is related to the pressureloss and the friction factor "C" by the Eazen Williams formula below.

Hazen Williams Formula: V 1.318 C R0-63 S0-54

Where V fs the water velocity fn feet/second, C is the Hazen Williams factor,R Is the hydraulic radius equal to one fourth of the plpe diameter in feet(D/4) for a plpe flowing full, and S is the hydraulic gradient In feet/foot.

The llne Is valved so that all the measured water that fs discharged throughthe flow hydrant passes both gages (Figure i).

The "C" values are computed on Form 1 using a modiffcatlon of the
Hazen Williams formula where again C Is the Hazen Williams factor, p is the
pressure loss in (psig), d Is the internal plpe diameter in inches, L is the
pipe lengthbetween gages in feet, and Q Is the flow hydrant-dfscharge.-in
gpm. The Form i graphs solve the equation for the flow with C=I00 from L/ p.and. d values.. The plpe_C factor Is then calculated by dividing the actual:flow by the graph flow. Examples are shown following Form

Modified Hazen Williams: ._adv’7NOTES:
(i) STATIC PRESSURES (STAT) are pressures taken prior to opening a hydrant and

flowing water (little or no flow of water). If the pressure gage
fluctuates, it fs the average of the fluctuations.
RESIDUAL PRESSURES (RESID) are pressures taken after a hydrant Is opened(large flow of water fs being maintained).

(2) Three calibrated (0 to I00) psfg pressure gages with fittings to connect
them to hydrant nozzles or hose bibs are required.





3. The test is most accurate when performed during the hours of low water use
(night time). In most cases, the error caused by water usage during the day
is not great. The "C" value calculated during the day can be used because
water usage flow Is generally much less than the fire hydrant test flow.
(Exception If a gage is mounted on a building hose bib, water usage to the
building through the relatively small building connection can seriously affect
the results.)

4. Pipeline length "L" can be scaled from water system maps in feet.

5. This method has been used many times and the form Is easy to fill out and
use In the field.

6. All Inoperative and leaky valves should be replaced prior to flow testing.

7. Be sure to open all llne valves and close hydrants when the tests are
completed.

8. The test may be made while the llne is set up for cleaning. Figure 2 is a
typical "pigging" set up. If a valve (VD) Is attached to the downstream end
of the plpe, It can be closed between plg runs, and the upstream valve (VU)
opened to pressurize the llne. The test can then be made In the normal manner
from a hydrant between the upstream gage mounted on the launcher, and the
downstream gage near the retrieval "T".

9. The parallel pipe method of testing the internal condition of a water pipe
to measure Its Kazen Williams "C" factor may be used in lleu of three gages
(Figure 3). It should be used for larger diameter pipes (10-1nch and above).
The method requires laying hose between hydrants, but Is more precise and a
smaller head loss can be accurately measured (see Method 2 for details). A
differential pressuregage is used to measure the pressure drop. This is an
advantage for.largr, plpesbecause It avoids the immense discharge of water
that is required to produce the head loss needed when the three gage method is
used on larger pipes.

Note:
The differential gage should be a Dwyer Model 4205B or equivalent.
under 200.

Cost is

i0. Figure 6 shows how a flow test can be made when the plpe cannot be
isolated because of Inoperative or leaking valves. The valves must be
completely open. Gages i and 3 are mounted on hydrants connected to lines
that have functioning valves that can be closed so that Gages i and 3 reflect
the pressures at the left and right pipe junctions. A small amount of leakage
through the operative valves should not significantly affect the results.

Judicious use of this method to allow testing wlth inoperative or leaking
valves Identified during the preliminary valve tests should reduce the number
of valves that have to be repaired or replaced for the A/E plpe testing and
inspection contract.

The equation Is cumbersome to use, but It can he done rlth a programmable
calculator. A computer program In basic Is available from thls office.
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TIIOD I TIJE CACE
PRCCEDLTE (FIGLqE i) USE FOR/-f 1

A. FII In heading information (i) through (7).
B. Complete sketch.
C. Enter the upstream (furthest from the flow hydrant) and downstream

(closest to the flow hydrant) static pressures on llne (9). Enter the
larger of the two on llne (8). Subtract lines (9) from (8) on line (i0).
One column should be "O", and the other column should contain a pressure
dfference that compensates for ground surface elevation dfferences
between the two gages.

D. Open the flow hydrant and when the gages are steady, read all three
gages. The residual pressures, are entered on lne (ii) wth the upgage,
downgage and flow hydrant pressures in their respective places. Add lines
(10) and (ii) for upgage and downgage totals (llne 12)), then subtract the
downgage total from the upgage total for p Lne (13). Multiply p by
1,000 and divide by llne length L Line (14).

E. Enter Fgure 4 wth flow hydrant residual pressure (line (ll-flow)).
Cross to appropriate hydrant nozzle curve then down to hydrant flow
(GPM). Enter hydrant flow n numerator, llne (15). Enter Figure 5 wth
1,000 x p/L from llne (14). Draw straight lne from 1,000 p/L through
ppe diameter to C=I00 flow (GPM). Enter thls flow n denominator of
llne (15). Solve lne (15) for "C" factor.
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METHOD 2
FORM 1

HAZEN WILLIAMS "C"
FACTOR BY HYDRANT FLOW TEST FORN

PARALLEL PIPE METHOD

PROCEDURE (FIGURE 3) USE FORM

Do

Fill in heading Info (I) through (6).
Complete sketch.
Connect garden hose from hydrants to differential pressure gage (upstream
hydrant to high pressure). Open upstream and downstream hydrants and
bleed air from hose.
Note any initial pressure before flowing hydrant. Enter on llne (12 DN).
Open the flow hydrant, read differential pressure again and enter on
llne (12 up). If differential pressure is greater than 5 pslg, reduce
flow hydrant discharge. If differential pressure is less than 0.5 pslg,
increase flow by using two hydrant nozzles, the 4-I/2 inch pumper
connection, or flow two hydrants and use two flow hydrant gages. Correct
hy substractlng initial pressure (12 DN) from final pressure (12 up) and
enter as p on llne (13). Multiply p by 1,000 and divide by length (L)
Line (14). Continue the same as Method 1 i.e.,look up hydrant flow on
Figure 4, flow for C=I00 from Figure 5, and calculate C from Line 15.
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ATTACHMENT E
APPROXIMATE COSTS FOR CLEANING (1983)

Cleaning Methods:

i. Polyurethane Pigs
2. Hydromechanlcal Scrapers

3.00 5.00 per linear ft.
4.00 6.00 per linear ft.

APPROXIMATE COSTS FOR RELINING (1983)

(1983)
Cement-Mortar Lining (1983)Pipe *Relining Cost *InsltuformDiameter (/LF) Relining Cost (/LF).

2-1nch N/A N/A3-1nch N/A N/A4-1nch N/A N/A6-1nch 18.00 9.50 13.508-1nch 20.00 21.00 30.00lO-inch 23.00 26.00 37.0012-1nch 26.57 38.00 53.0014-1nch 30.00 51.00 72.0016-1nch 35.00 67.00 94.0018-1nch 35.00 84.00 120.00
*Costs include cleaning with cable pulled scrapper*Costs do not include repavlng, llne bypassing, or curb reconstruction

Pipe replacement costs per linear foot (1983 Means) includes material,installation, O&P. Does not include excavation, backfill, bypassing, thrustblocks, etc.

Ductile Iron PVC
Siz___e Class (250) Tron Joint Class 150 (S.D.R. 18)

4-1nch 9.20
6-1nch 10.40
B-inch 15.15

lO-inch 19.25
12-1nch 24.00
14-1nch 31.00
16-1nch 35.00
18-1nch 44.00
20-1nch 48.00
24-1nch 56.00

5.80
7.00

 13.45

Street fire hydrant (including 6-1nch gate valve, connecting pipe, thrustblock), l,800/hydrant.

GATE VALVES

4-1nch 6-1nch 8-1nch lO-inch
375 460 685 965

0:
Use above if better costs are not available.

12-1nch 14-1nch 16-1nch
1,175 2,200 2,975
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WATER TREATMENT INFORMATION

When the costs of replacement or cleaning and cement lining are compared withcleaning and water treatment, the following costs should be added to thelatter.

i. Present value of treatment equipment (20-year life)

a. To raise Langeller index (pH & alkalinity)

Small Systems: (Less than I MGD) Soda ash feeders & solution tank.

Large Systems: (More than 1 MGD) Lime feeders, slaking tanks,sedimentation tanks,’filters, CO2 addition.

b. For corrosion control (small & large)

Chemical feeders Sodium Hexametaphosphate.

2. Present Value (20 years) of annual

a. Operation & maintenance costs,

Energy costs,

c. Chemical costs.

3. Present value (20 years) estimation of annual water cost savings inleakage reduction that would result from cement lining or pipe replacement.(Significant only if leakage is large and water is expensive).

13





ECONOMIC ANALYS IS

Cost of New Pipe

II. Cost of Cleaning and Cement Lining II

III. Cost of Pigging or Cleaning without Lining

If water Is aggressive (negative Langeller Index),
add to III.

a. Cost of treatment equipment i

b. Annual costs

O&M

Power

Chemicals

Leakage 2

Total X 8.933 3

Total III

Select most cost effective I, II, or III.

NCTE: Power esalatlon rate is ommltted above but should be considered on a
case by case basis (unusually hlgh power costs or large repair projects
( i0 MGD)).

(i) From equipment venders.
(2) Cost of estimated leakage reduction expected from new pipes or cement

lining. (In absence of better information, leakage can be taken as
one-half of the unaccounted for water).

(3) Discount rate for 20 years at i0 percent.
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DATE JOe NO

_ur I’be-,_J.J<Z, .W-z.’c2-,@.0: A4B’.,4"u,’-’?-" ,,,-Z’.e-.,,,-

Potential of Ferrous
Pipe in Volts to a
Copper.Sulphate Ref-
erence Electrode

-0. or

-O.k o -0.5

-0.5.to -O.6

-0.6 or

Soil Resistivity
Ohms per Centimeter Cube

For Short (ohm-c=)

Very low
to low Heum

5oo to ,ooo)I(,ooo o lO,OOO)

corrosive

mildly
corrosive

corrosive

very
corrosive

corrosive

,.6ssibly)
corrosive

mildly
corrosive

corrosive

High to
Very High

(!0000 to I00,000)

noncorrosive

corrosive

corrosive

mildly
corrosive





ATTACHMENT B

WATER PIPE SYSTEM REHABILITATION
STEPS TO DETERMINE CONDITION OF EXISTING

SYSTEM AND MAKE IMPROVEMENTS

Contracts

I. To Locate Areas for Inspection and Test.

A. Field Test Valves and Leaking Survey Pages I, II and IIl

B. Cost Estimate and Pages IV V VI and VII

C. Cathodic Potential Survey

D. Water Samp1in Analysis (Treatment Needs)

II. To Determine What the System Requirements Are.

A. Hydraulic Analysis (incl preliminary friction "C" Factor flow tests,
data Gathering (system, polulation maps, industrla1 washing and ship
potable water usage, future expansion plans etc. ...)

B. Water Treatment Design Study.

III. To inspect and Test System

A. Purchase and Install Valves (From I-A)
(Inspect and Record Pipe Condition) Page Vlll

B. Excavate Pipes (From l-C)
(Inspect and Record Pipe Condition) Page VII

C. Do "C" Factor Flow Tests (If Needed) Attachment A

D. Do Pressure test (If Needed)

IV. Construction Project to Improve System

A. Install Pipes/Pumps etc., (From II)

B. Replace Pipes/Hydrants etc., (From III)

C. Clean Pipes if needed (From II-B and III)

D. Construct/install treatment (From I-D and II-B)





SCOPE OF WORK
PIPE AND VALVE INSPECTION
LEAKAGE DETECTION SURVEY

AND DESIGN OF VALVE REPLACEMENT WORK

General Intention. It is the intention of this contract to provide a survey
of the potable water valve and distribution systems at the MCAS, New River and
Camp Gelger, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.

NOTE: The term "Engineer" shall refer to the parties associated with the
recipient of this contract.

The term "Navy" shall refer to the office designated to act for the
Navy.

i. General Requirements. The engineer shall furnish all labor and material
necessary to perform a survey of the underground valve and distribution lines
in accordance with this specification.

a. Workmanship. All work shall be accomplished as directed by and to the
satisfaction of the Navy.

The Navy Public Works Department shall furnish station plans of the
existing water distribution system. Also, the Navy shall be responsible to
oversee the manipulation of necessary valves as required, and provide other
minor assistance during the survey. Normally it is anticipated that the
Contractor shall perform his work with minimum requirements from the Public
Works Department.

b. Schedulin the work. Immediately after award, the Contractor shall
meet with the Navy and prepare a schedule of work. The Contractor shall
conduct his operation so as to cause the least possible interference with
normal operation of the activity. The normal working hours are from 7:30 A.M.
to 4:30 P.M., Monday through Friday.

c. Security Requirements. No employee or representative of the
Contractor shall be admitted on the site unless he furnishes satisfactory
proof that he is a citizen of the United States or if an alien, that his
residence within the United States is legal.

i. Services. The engineer shall conduct on-site surveys of the fresh water
distribution systems to determine the location of inoperative valves, leaks
and other sources of water waste. There are approximately 25 miles of water
lines to be surveyed and 560 valves and 215 hydrants to be tested.

2. Detail Requirements.

a. Conduct a water leakage survey of all potable water mains, laterals,
feeders, hydrants and valves. Manipulate valves and hydrants to insure proper
operation. Detection of the leaks can be accomplished by the use of
electronic sonic devices ore other instruments or means. The use of these
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instruments shall be by trained and qualified persons. Detecting locating,
and quantifying water leaks shall be carried out from the surface. During the
survey, there should normally be no need to expose the underground pipes or
valve. Identify, when possible, pipe material (i.e., P.V.C., R.C.,
asbestos-cement or cast iron). Valve leakage can be determined by selectively
flowing hydrants, manipulating valves, noting hydrant flow rates and listening
to valve leakage noises with sonic electronic equipment (leak detector). Make
cassette recording tapes of the valve leakage noise at various leakage rates
for each valve size and type. This can be done by manipulating a valve and
measuring flows from a connecting hydrant in an isolated part of the system.
These tapes then can be used to facilitate subsequent valve leakage tests.

The tapes with leakage noises and associated flows will become the property of
the Navy upon completion of the Contract.

3. Provide a draft written report to include a.description of the systems, a
description of the survey identifying and locating by sketch or table hydrant
and valve numbers and each leak showing location and flow. In addition to
valves located on the map, each valve will be identified by number or number
scheme so that it can be cross referenced to the map. The following
information shall be given for each valve:

Valve number, location, (map number, grid)
Valve size, rotation to close (right, left)
Valve opens/closes completely and freely (Y/N) describe if no
Valve leakage (much, some, little, none)

NOTES: (i.e., Buried, hard to gain access and why, etc.

Include a representative leak repair cost per type of leak, and a list
locating valves and hydrants with conditions and rehabilitation
recommendations. Also, provide design plans and specifications showing the
locations, sizes, details of the valve replacements with cost estimates. The
draft is for comments and will be followed by a final report which will also
address the draft comments.

4. The Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune shall be furnished two copies of the
draft and the original final report, plans and specifications after it has
been reviewed, corrected, collated, summarized, indexed and bound. Provide
one copy of the draft and final reports to each of code 405, 408, 1013G, 2011B
and 114, Atlantic Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command, Naval
Station, Norfolk, Virginia 23511-6287.

5. Time for Completion. The work and a draft report shall be completed
within ninety days after date of receipt of a notice of award authorizing the
contractor to proceed. The Navy review time is 15 days, and the final report
is required 15 days after the review.

6. The Marine Corps will:

a. Provide (i) experienced personnel to monitor valve operation, (2)
appropriate lights and shelter boxes for protection of the engineer’s
measuring instruments.
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b. Make available old and current system prints to facilitate locating
"abandoned" but flowing lines.

c. Provide all necessary labor and materials to repair any leaks caused
by valve manipulation or accidential breaks in accordance with a schedule to
be determined by the Government.

d. Furnish to the engineer all available drawings of the water
distribution and collection system that are needed for the contract.
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COST ESTIMATE FOR VALVE/PIPE INSPECTIONS

Cost estimate inspect 560 valves (6 inches and larger) and 215 hydrants and
hydrant valves. Assume average size 8 inches (adjusted for increased
difficulty closing larger sizes), four persons testing 16 valves/day and
25 hydrant and valves/day (I engineer/3 technicians).

Review records,
interview personnel,
obtain info on pipe
and valve cond. and
age.

Man Days
Project Manager Engineer Technician Tpist

2. Plan Valve Tests 3

3. Field Test Valves and Hydrants (2) 44 3 persons
@ 44 days

147

Write report and
cost estimate for
design contract

Man days
Day cost/persons (2)
Subtotals

144
144

51
128

6528

132
112

14,84 384

Totals
OH&P at i00 percent
Contingencies at 5 percent

21,840
21,840
2,184

Valve Inspections 45,864

Expenses:

Travel 4 persons at $304/Roundtrip 1,216
Per Diem days: Records and Planning 4 days

Inspect and test 44 days
6 weekends 12

60 days x 4 @ 50 12,000
Car rental I car x 60 days @ 50/day 3,000
Total Expenses 16,216

Total valve inspection and test cost (45,864+16,216) 62,080
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COST ESTIMATE FOR LEAKAGE SURVEY

A&E
Review records/maps
Plan Survey

Man Days
Project Manager Engineer Technician Typist

2p x 2 days
4 M.D.

Report 3 4
4

Rate 144
432

112 96
448 384

Total 1264
OH and Prof @ 100% 1264

Subtotal 2,528

Survey 25 mi x day 17 days x $600/day
1.5 miles

10,200

Expenses:

Travel 2 persons at $304/Roundtrip $ 608
Per Diem 17 days + 3 weekends

23 days for 2 persons x $50 $ 2300
Car 23 days at $50 $ 1150

Total Expenses 4,058

Total leakage survey contract 16,786

Total Valve pipe leakage contract
Valve Inspections
Pipe Leakage

$62,080
$16786
$78,866

SAY $80,000

NOTES:
(I) 511 valves counted on water map and estimated in pump houses + i0 percent

for map and count errors 560 valves and 215 hydrants
(2) 560 valves/16 valves/day 35 days + 215 hydrants per day 8.6 days

Total 44 days
(3) Man Day Costrs: Project Manager Engineer Technician Typist

Cost/hour 18 16 14 12
Cost 144 128 112 96
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NOTES:
(i) 624 valves/16 valves/day 39 days
(2) Man Day Costs: Project Manager Engineer Technician Typist

Cost/hour 18 16 14 12
Cost/day 144 128 112 96

LEAKAGE SURVEY

Man Days
Project Manager Engineer Technician Typist

Review records/maps
Plan Survey

2px2days
=4M.D.

Report 3 4

Rate 144 112
432 448

96
384

Total 1264
OH and Prof @ 100% 1264

Survey 40.1 mix day 27 days x
1.5 miles

Subtotal 2528
$600/day 16040

Expenses:

Travel 2 persons at $304/Roundtrip $ 608
Per Diem 27 days + 4 weekends

31 days for 2 persons x $i04 $ 6448
Car 31 days at $50 $ 1550

Total Expenses $ 8,606

Total leakage survey contract $27,174

Total contract: Valve pipe leakage
Valve Inspections
Pipe Leakage

SAY

41,698
$27174
$68,872
$70,000
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COSy ESYL_E FOR --’-EEACE COh-CT

3 an 4-Inch repIace

6-Inch replace

B-Inch re,lace

lO-lnch replace

12-ach replace

14-inch replace

16-frith repIace

18-lath replace

25 percent

240 200 4"0 110 550
295 200 49.5 124 619
425 200 525 156 781
650 250 9CO 225 1,125
800 250 1,050 263 1,313

1,600 250 1,850 463 2,313
2,300 280 2,50 645 3,225
3,500 3C0 3, 8C 950 4,750’Pet excavation for valve

For bumCnous pavement removal and replacemen add 455
For relnforced coucrete pave=eut removal and re!acemen add i,031"SheetnE and Shoring add 400
Deater (ell ofn) 8 hours/p 25,00O/monh
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SPECIAL SPECIFICATIONS FOR VALVE REPAIR WORK

Excavate the valve and examine the exteriors of connecting pipes for corrosion
and pitting. When the valve is removed examine the interior of the connecting
pipes for cement lining or corrosion buildup. Determine the type of
incrustation (Rust tuberculation, scale), its thickness, hardness, color, and
adherance to pipe walls. Interior pipe examination should also be made during
valve inspection work. If the pipe exteriors or interiors are deteriorating
or have a rust buildup, record this for future pipe replacement. Replace
valve with a properly operating, non-leaky valve.

PIPE EXAMINATION (EXTERIOR)

Excavate about 7 feet of pipe where the tests shown in Corrosion Survey
indicate corrosive soils, and examine the pipe exteriors for deterioration.
Rust, pits, and soft spots will be noted. Striking suspicious looking places
with a ha-,,er will often reveal soft or deteroriated pipe. Note pieces
flaking off when struck. If a pipe is fairly new and is found to be badly
deteriorated on the outside, replacement with an exterior protected pipe is
indicated. If the pipe is old, and the exterior deterioration is minimal, it
can be assumed that there are many more years of useful life remaining for the
pipe. Exterior examination of pipes should also be made during valve
excavation and replacements.
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ENGINEERING SERVICE REQUEST (ESR)
NAVFAC 11000/7 14 -78)

NAVD(XI
0105-LF-0]0-005

CommandinQ General. Marine Corps Base_Cam Leieune. NC 2F547
,TO Conandr, Atlantic Division, Naval Facilitles Egineering Comand
Nnrfnlk. VA P3ll (Attn: OqA?IRR/M Rrynf

ENCLOSURE(S)

[] NAVCOMPT 140

[] NAVCOMPT 2038

[] NAVCOMPT 372

OTHER

7. TYPE OF SERVICES REOUESTEO

Engineering Study to investigate Water Distribu-
tion System at Marine Corps Air Station (Helico

9E84

8. DESIREO COMPLETION DATE

January 1985
ter)

9. DESCRIPTION OF WORK

I. GENERAL: Provide an engineering study to investigate the Water Distribu-
tion System at Marine Corps Air Station (Helicopter), New River, Jacksonville,
NC.
II. BACKGROUND:

a. Presently, the MOQ area is served by an 8-inch dead end distribution
line. This creates stagnant water and low water pressure. MOQ 2003 is an
tO FOR INFORMATION CONSULT (Nm++alo’p)e)

G. S. JOHNSON, JR.
AV. 484-5!_6!

OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE

C. A. JOHANNESMEYER
By Hireco

SCOPE OF SERVICES

1. REMARKS

2. EST. COMPLETION DATE 3. AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE (,ture) 4+ DATE

1. ELRE(SI

DRAWIN ANOM ECIFITIO RERT

OTHER()

J ’ 2. EST. COST ("opp/k.wb/e) 3. AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE (/tu) 4. DATE OF COMPLETIONT. R. BAILEY
$ ’_"_. , By direction APR 1987

COPY TO

FAC; COMP: MAIN





CAMLEJ ESR: 9E84

emergency pumping station with a 300,000 gallon ground storage reservoir for

emergency fire protection. This station is considered inadequate for a potable
water source. Presently, water is wasted by overflowing the reservoir to
maintain the minimum chlorine residual.

b. Presently, the whole Camp Geiger area is served by an 8-inch line. If
the demand is not met by Marine Corps Air Station, it is assisted by TC-501
pumping station at Camp Geiger. TC-501 contains a ground water storage tank
with a capacity of 872,000 gallons. If too much water is delivered through
this line, the nearest elevated tank at Camp Geiger (TC-I070) will overflow
while the other elevated tank (TC-606) will decline. The controls for the
distribution pumps located in TC-501 are controlled from TC-606 elevated tank.

c. The only method of filling the 872,000 gallon reservoir is through a
gate valve located in the distribution line at TC-501. If the valve is opened
too much, the water being pumped from TC-501 will recirculate through the
distribution line and return to the reservoir. As this occurs, the
distribution pressure continues to drop since no water is being delivered
except from MCAS. If this continues, the elevated tank (TC-1070) will
overflow.

III. DETAILS OF WORK:

a. Investigate water distribution system for Camp Geiger and MCAS(H), New
River, including delivered water pumps and water tanks.

b. Determine the size of distribution lines, pumping systems, and storage
tank capacities.

c. Provide preliminary drawings and a cost estimate to develop a project
to correct deficiencies.

IV. TIME REQUIREMENTS: Completion of study is required by January 1985 to
maintain fire protection system.

V. FUNDS AVAILABLE: This Command will furnish O&MMC funds on request.

VI. POINT OF CONTACT: Mr. G. S. Johnson or Mr. David Southerland, Base
Maintenance Division, AV: 484-5161; FTS: 676-5161.
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CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS
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WATERFLO TEST DATA

HEASUREMENTS:
STATIC RESIDUAL FLOW AVAILABLE REQUIREDLOCATION PSI PSI GPM GPM @ 20 PSI GPM @ PSI

New Exchange

Vehicle Shop 4157

MOQ Area

Warehouse 3525

Hangar 840

O-Club

70 50 965 1600 ii00 @ 20

62 60 1230 6000 1250 @ 20

63 12 200 180 * 500 @ 20

60 12 150 135 * 1800 @ 40

64 i0 380 340 2500 @ 20

70 20 630 630 * I000 @ 20

* These areas depend upon the two 750 GPM @ 85 PSI booster pumps in
Building 2003 to Rrovide the required pressure and volume. Only one of thetwo pumps is operational and this’pump is set on "manual" rather than
automatic. Tests were conducted on the basis of "normal" conditions.

8. ENGINEERING RECOMMENDATIONS

a. Priority:

These recommendations involve major life safety hazards or conditions
which could severely impact on the activiy’s ability to accomplish vital
missions, and are those for which attention and resources should be directed.
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7. WATER SUPPLY SYSTEM

a. Description: The water supply for fire protection and domestic use isfurnishe’d through single 8-inch main from the adjoining Marine Corps AirStation New River Water Treatment Plant. The water is delivered undersufficient pressure to maintain 600,O00-gallon and 272,00D-gallon concretereservoirs located at Camp Geiger. From these reservoirs two 700 GPMautomatic electric pus and one 900 GPM manual-start pump take suction andpump into the distribution system and two lO0,O0.O-gallon elevated tanks. Thewater supply and distribution system is adequate.

WATERFLOW TEST DATA

MEASUREMENTS:
STATIC RESIDUAL FLOW AVAILABLE REQUIREDLOCATION PSI PSI GPM GPM @ 20 PSl GPM @ 20 PSI

Bldg. TC-gIO
"A" St. and l Oth St.
Hydrant #6-72-8

63 31 1500 1770 1600

B1 dg. TC-1047
llth St.
Hydrant #6-78-8

65 56 llSO 2745 lO00

NOTE: Three main breaks occurred during the water flow test, therefore noadditional tests were made during this survey. The water supply isconsidered adequate in all of the areas of Camp Geiger, butthecondition of the mains is questionable as evidenced from thisexperience.
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